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Methods for automatic computation of IR intensities and Raman activities are described using vibrational
self-consistent field (VSCF) and vibrational configuration interaction (VCI) wave functions. Inclusion of
effects due to anharmonicity in the potential energy and property surfaces are found to improve the results
substantially as compared to experimental data. Sample calculations employing water and formaldehyde are
presented, allowing for comparison between different vibrational methods. The convergence with respect to
excitation level in VCI and the extent of mode coupling in the potential and property expansions is investigated.
In addition, different electronic methods used for generating the potential and property surfaces, namely CCSD,
CCSD(T), DFT/B3LYP, and DFT/CAM-B3LYP have been compared. Details of the potential and property
surfaces may have significant effects on the IR and Raman intensities.

I. Introduction

In vibrational spectroscopy, including both IR and Raman,
the transition energies as well as the transition probabilities
provide spectroscopic fingerprints and information about the
internal motions of molecular systems. Determination of IR
intensities and Raman activities by ab initio methods requires
the calculation of transition matrix elements of the dipole
moment and polarizability tensor operators, respectively, be-
tween the initial and final states. A common starting point for
most ab initio methods is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
in which the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom are
separated so that the nuclear motion is determined by a potential
given by the electronic energy. The total wave function is then
a product of a nuclear and an electronic function. At present
there are well-established electronic structure methods, e.g.,
configuration interaction (CI), coupled cluster (CC), and density
functional theory (DFT) enabling quite accurate calculations of
the electronic part of the transition matrix elements as a function
of the nuclear coordinates. However, the electronic calculation
is only one part of the problem, the other being the inclusion
of the vibrational motion to obtain the final matrix element.
Presently, the double harmonic approximation seems to be the
most common solution to this problem. In this simple ap-
proximation the nuclear potential is assumed to be purely
harmonic and the properties, i.e., the dipole moment or the
polarizability, are expanded to first order in the nuclear
coordinates. This allows for an easy calculation of the total
transition matrix elements using the algebra of the quantum
mechanical harmonic oscillator.

The potential and property surfaces are anharmonic by nature
and as electronic structure methods become increasingly accurate
a large part of the discrepancies with experiment can be ascribed
to the simplicity of the double harmonic approximation. Thus,

just as it is now possible to address the electron correlation
problem systematically using hierarchies ofN-electron models
and correlation consistent basis sets,1 it is desirable to develop
automated methods for the calculation of energies and (transi-
tion) properties beyond the harmonic approximation. Several
methods have been proposed for a more accurate description
of the vibrational motion. One standard approach is to treat
anharmonicity using perturbation theory2 where effects beyond
the harmonic Hamiltonian is treated as a perturbation. This
allows also for calculation of IR intensities for fundamental
vibrations, see ref 3 for a discussion. Another branch of methods
is based on the vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF)4,5

including vibrational Møller-Plesset (VMP) perturbation theory,6,7

vibrational configuration interaction (VCI),8-11 and vibrational
coupled cluster (VCC).10,12 A common feature of all these
methods is their dependence on accurate potential energy as
well as property surfaces. Obtaining these surfaces from
electronic structure calculations is an important research area;
see, e.g., refs 12 and 13 and references therein. A completely
different approach is the CarsParrinello molecular dynamics22

(CPMD) method in which the potential is generated on the fly
and spectra are calculated on the basis of the autocorrelation
function from a classical simulation, including potentially also
quantum corrections.23 This method, however, is generally aimed
at extended systems and based on DFT. For high accuracy the
time-independent methods discussed above are therefore pre-
ferred. In addition, the ability to obtain the potential and property
surfaces using a variety of electronic structure methods provides
a good basis for comparing these methods.

The present work focuses on the calculation of IR intensities
and Raman activities of water and formaldehyde using the
variational VSCF and VCI methods. We use response theoretical
methods for calculation of transition properties and energies,
circumventing the problems of nonorthogonal states in VSCF.
Calculations of IR intensities of water and formaldehyde using
VCI with DFT as the electronic structure method has been
reported earlier by Burcl. et al.24 Another example is the work
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of Oyanagi et al.25 reporting VCI and IR calculations on methane
using a combination of CCSD(T) and MP2 electronic structure
methods. To the best of our knowledge vibrational Raman
activities for polyatomic molecules have only been calculated
within the double harmonic approximation; see, e.g., refs 26-
28. For diatomic molecules, activities have been obtained by
numerical solution of the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation; see
ref 29.

It should be noted that neither VSCF nor VCI are restricted
to four-atomic molecules but can be applied to larger systems
as well. However, the increase in cost of a VCI calculation with
the size of the system is significant, and the search for alternative
approaches is a topic of ongoing research; see, e.g., refs 6, 7,
10, and 30. The generation of potential and property surfaces
for larger systems is also very time-consuming and another
important research topic.

In addition to comparing the results with results obtained
using the double harmonic approximation the convergence of
VCI is examined. Also the electronic calculations have been
carried out using a variety of methods, i.e., CCSD, CCSD(T),
DFT/B3LYP, and DFT/CAM-B3LYP.31 This allows for a
comparison of the ability of these methods to provide the
necessary accuracy in the electronic structure calculations.

The absorption spectrum of water due to vibrational motion
is important in many contexts and has been intensively studied.
Specialized treatments are possible for water having only 3
nuclei and 10 electrons, and high accuracy calculations of the
vibrational energies of gas-phase water have been reported in
many previous studies.32,33 In the case of liquid water classical
molecular dynamics34 as well as CPMD22,33have been used to
obtain IR and Raman spectra.

The vibrations of formaldehyde have also previously been
considered in many high accuracy studies.24,36-41 Our emphasis
here is to illustrate and test our new methods for calculating
vibrational transition properties in combination with different
electronic structure methods. We shall not enter into a detailed
discussion of all the past calculations of vibrational energies,
and only refer to the above references as entries to this literature.

In section II, we give a review of the necessary theory of IR
and Raman spectroscopy as well as of vibrational structure
theory. Section III describes the computational details and the
results are discussed in section IV. Section V contains a
summary and outlook.

II. Theory

We first briefly expose, in subsection IIA and IIB, the basic
theory behind vibrational IR and Raman spectroscopy to define
what quantities are to be calculated and the underlying assump-
tions. We use semiclassical theories for the interaction between
light and matter, i.e., a classical treatment of the electromagnetic
field and a quantum mechanical treatment of the molecules.
Similar theories involving quantized radiation fields can be
found in refs 42 and 43. In section IIC we discuss how to
calculate the relevant quantities from vibrational structure theory
and electronic structure theory in combination.

A. IR Intensities. Using first-order perturbation theory one
arrives at the result that the transition rate related to one-photon
absorption is proportional to|〈f|H′|i〉|2. Here|f〉 and|i〉 are the
final and initial states respectively andH′ is an operator
describing the interaction with the electromagnetic field. Invok-
ing the dipole approximation, the perturbation operator can be
written explicitly asH′ ) -µ‚E, E being the electric field and
µ the electric dipole operator.

Assuming the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid,
the total wave function can be written as a product of a nuclear
and an electronic part. The nuclear part describes both the
rotation and vibration of the molecule. In the next approximation
we neglect the coupling between vibration and rotation and
discard the rotational part of the nuclear wave function in favor
of a classical rotational averaging assuming a large ensemble
of molecules at hand. With these approximations the quantity
to be calculated is

where |vf〉 and |vi〉 are the final and initial vibrational
states,|eg〉 is the electronic ground state, andµ(Q) ) 〈eg|µ|eg〉
is the dipole moment as a function of the nuclear co-
ordinates,Q.

A standard procedure is to invoke the double harmonic
approximation where the vibrational states are simply assumed
to be harmonic oscillator states expressed in the normal
coordinates of the molecule. Whenµ(Q) is expanded to first
order in each normal coordinate, simple expressions for the
transition matrix elements are obtained. Such expressions are
widely used, in particular in ab initio methods where the IR
intensities in this way can be calculated on the basis of analytical
calculation of the dipole gradients.

Instead of this simple approach the VSCF and VCI methods
open for the possibility of using the full potential energy and
dipole surfaces giving more accurate results. Especially, the
double harmonic approximation only supplies nonzero matrix
elements for the fundamental transitions. Using explicit vibra-
tional wave functions allows for the calculation of finite
transition matrix elements for all states included in the
calculation in addition to providing more accurate transition
properties for the fundamentals. The problem of representing
the potential and property surfaces while at the same time
restricting the number of needed electronic structure calculations
is, however, not a trivial task. This will be discussed briefly
below.

The calculated transition intensities are reported in
km/mol using the expression for the integrated absorption
coefficient,

Here c is the speed of light,ε0 the permittivity of vacuum,
and Efi the energy difference between the final and initial
states. The factor (ni - nf) is the difference in the fraction of
molecules in the initial and final states and thus depends
on temperature. All results in this work are obtained by
setting this factor equal to one corresponding to zero temper-
ature. This is a good approximation becausenf for the mole-
cules studied in this work is negligible according to the
Boltzmann distribution. For molecules with low-frequency
modes, however, it may be important to include temperature
effects directly.

B. Raman Scattering.As in the section on IR theory, we
suppose that the dipole approximation is valid. In Raman
spectroscopy the transitions between states are caused by an
induced dipole moment

whereR is the polarizability tensor.

1
3
|〈vf|〈eg|µ|eg〉|vi〉|2‚|E|2 ) 1

3
|〈vf|µ(Q)|vi〉|2‚|E|2 (1)

A(ν) )
NA

6c2
ε0p

2
Efi|〈vf|µ(Q)|vi〉|2(ni - nf) (2)

µind ) r‚E (3)
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Suppose the electric field is described in complex form as

From perturbation theory one obtains an expression for the
induced transition dipole moment. The first-order terms corre-
sponding to Raman scattering are given as44

whereµfi ) 〈f|µ|i〉, andσ andF specify general components of
the vectors. The summation over r includes all states|r〉 in the
system. The general transition polarizability tensor is now
defined as

Once we have calculated this quantity, we know the amplitude
of the induced dipole moment. The classical expression for the
field of an oscillating dipole can then be used to calculate the
intensity of the scattered light.

To get a tractable expression, we invoke the Born-Oppen-
heimer approximation. As in the case of IR spectroscopy, we
ignore rotation in favor of a classical isotropic averaging. The
rotational contributions toωri and ωrf in the denominators of
eq 6 are small and can be ignored as long as only vibrational
spectroscopy is considered. All calculations can thus be done
in the molecule-fixed coordinate system; that is, we need to
calculate

Next we use a set of approximations originally due to Plac-
zek.44,45Because we consider only vibrational spectroscopy, the
initial and final electronic states are both equal to the electronic
ground state,|eg〉. Furthermore, the summation in eq 7 can be
split in two parts, one containing a summation over vibrational
states with the intermediate electronic state being the ground
state and one containing the remaining terms,

In the last sum we have assumed that|ωereg ( ω| . ωvrvi or
ωvrvf. With this assumption the vibrational energy differences
can be ignored and closure over vibrational states have been
used to remove the sum over vr.

From the first sum, denoted the ionic part of the vibrational
transition polarizability, we see that in the case of non-resonant

spectroscopy, the denominators will be large and the terms can
be ignored. This leaves us with only the terms in the second
sum. We now define the electronic part of these terms as the
standard adiabatic dynamic polarizability tensor,

This quantity can be obtained using standard electronic structure
theoretical methods. The challenge is now to calculate the
vibrational transition matrix element of this quantity, including
anharmonic effects in both the potential and property surfaces,
giving the final transition polarizability,

In actual experiments the irradiation/observation geometry is
an important factor.44 In this paper the geometry independent
Raman activity,

and the depolarization ratio,

are reported wherea andγ are the tensor invariants

These expressions can be used together with other parameters
such as the irradiance and temperature to give the scattering
intensity in a concrete setup.44 In addition it should be noted
that the calculated activities correspond to the Stokes lines of a
spectrum because we always assume the initial vibrational state
to be the ground state.

C. Vibrational Structure Theory. The theory of VSCF is
well-known in vibrational theory.4,5 In VSCF the wave function
is described by a direct product of one-mode functions. These
one-mode functions are variationally and self-consistently
optimized using a basis of functions, usually denoted modals,
specific to each mode. In addition to providing results on its
own, the VSCF method is also used to provide optimized modals
for use by correlated methods.

VCI is the simplest way to include correlation between the
vibrational modes. The wave function is simply expanded in
Hartree products based on the optimized modal basis generated
by the VSCF calculations,

and the Schro¨dinger equation is solved in this particular basis.
Here |Φref〉 is the VSCF reference state andCµ are the
coefficients of the vectorsτµ|Φref〉 in the excitation space. In
this notation τµ is an operator that promotes modals from
occupied levels in the reference state to unoccupied levels. This
can be given an exact formulation in second quantization12 but

RFσ
er*eg(Q) )

1

p
∑
er*eg

(〈ef|µ̂F|er〉〈er|µ̂σ|ei〉

ωeref
- ω

+
〈ef|µ̂σ|er〉〈er|µ̂F|ei〉

ωeref
+ ω ) (9)

(RFσ
er*eg)vf,vi

) 〈vf|RFσ(Q)|vi〉 (10)
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p
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should be intuitively clear. By truncating the sum in eq 15 at a
given excitation leveln, meaning that only excitations including
n or less modes are allowed, we obtain VCI[n].

Having obtained the vibrational wave functions, the remaining
task is to calculate the transition matrix elements,〈vf|µ(Q)|vi〉
and〈vf|RFσ(Q)|vi〉, e.g., eqs 1 and 10. This is done using response
theory as described in, e.g., refs 46-50. The basic idea in
response theory is to expand expectation values as well as the
parameters of the ground state wave function in orders of a
perturbation strength parameter. Using time-dependent varia-
tional theory, equations for the response functions, i.e., the
coefficients in the expansion of the expectation value, are
obtained. In the present case, only the linear response function
is needed. The linear response function has poles at the
vibrational excitation energies and the residues correspond to
the transition matrix elements. The poles and residues can be
found by solving an eigenvalue problem. For the VCI case, this
eigenvalue problem turns out to be equivalent to solving the
standard VCI equations. Thus the calculated energies and
transition matrix elements are identical to what would be
obtained using the solutions of standard VCI. For VSCF,
however, this procedure is not identical to using state specific
VSCF to get excited states. Using state specific VSCF the
excited states obtained are not orthogonal to the VSCF ground
state and one has to take into account the overlap of the states
when calculating transition matrix elements. This is avoided
using response theory. It should be noted that VSCF response
theory does not allow transitions to states with excitations in
more than one mode at a time. This is a consequence of the

basic VSCF parametrization, which includes only a sum of one-
mode variations but no variations in several modes simulta-
neously.46

The question of which Hamiltonian to use is important. In
this paper a sum over products form,

is used, whereM is the number of modes. The kinetic energy
operator is represented simply by the second derivatives of the
normal coordinates. The effect of this approximation compared
to using the full Watson Hamiltonian51 is examined by example
calculations on water in ref 16. Here the effect is seen to be on
the order of 10-20 cm-1 for the fundamental modes. An
important task in the future development of the methods used
in the present work is therefore to include the full Watson
Hamiltonian. Reference 13 describes a hierarchical way of
constructing Taylor expansions of potential energy and property
surfaces allowing control over the degree of mode coupling.
The expansion of the potential can be characterized by the
conventionnMmT, specifying anm-order Taylor expansion
coupling a maximum ofn modes. Convergence with respect to
the maximum number of coupled modes will be studied using
formaldehyde as an example.

Concerning the computational effort spent in calculations of
this type, two issues need to be considered. The first is the
generation of the potential and property surfaces. For these, a
large number of electronic structure calculations are required.

TABLE 1: Comparison with Experimental IR Line Positions and Intensities for H 2Oa

Expb CCSD(T) d-aug-cc-pVTZ

cm-1 km/mol HO VCSF VCI[3]

CCSD
d-aug-cc-pVTZ

VCI[3]

B3LYP
aug-cc-pVTZ

VCI[3]

CAM-B3LYP
aug-cc-pVTZ

VCI[3]

Burcl et al.24

B97-1/TZ2P
VCI[3]

ν2 1595 53.6-71.9 49 71.2 -12 71.3520 -19 71.6 -5 73.0 -43 76.6 -49 82.0 -3 74.0
2ν2 3152 0.461 135 -0 0.4394 -32 0.429 -4 0.452 -91 0.340 -105 0.342 4 0.769
ν1 3657 2.24-2.98 174 3.13 36 1.9217 39 1.90 84 2.83 12 3.59 57 6.11 9 2.95
ν3 3756 41.7-44.6 180 54.4 141 51.9388 23 47.9 65 53.3 -5 58.3 40 71.5 9 40.7
3ν2 4667 0.00238* 263 58 0.0002 -51 0.0021 -10 0.0018 -167 0.0002 -197 0.0000
ν1 + ν2 5235 0.223 240 -9 0.110 51 0.101 -59 0.0774 -18 0.0662 -21 0.205
ν2 + ν3 5331 4.50 248 -49 3.84 8 3.88 -99 3.93 -59 4.16 -28 4.14
4ν2 6134 0.0001* 439 146 -108 0.0003 -56 0.0003 -403 0.0003 -553 0.0003
2ν1 7202 0.32 461 211 0.404 158 0.465 249 0.422 114 0.308 203 0.312 28 0.383
ν1 + ν3 7250 4.85 518 182 3.19 259 2.95 139 2.65 227 2.55 57 2.45
2ν3 7468 0.032 404 475 0.508 85 0.0011 147 0.0000 11 0.0003 99 0.0003 23 0.0095

a For each calculation, the first column shows the difference between the calculated and experimental line positions (cm-1). The second column
shows the calculated intensity (m/mol). For the VCI calculations the 10 lowest VSCF modals have been used. Fundamental modes:ν1 (A1),
symmetric stretch;ν2 (A1), bending;ν3 (B2), antisymmetric stretch.b As compiled in ref 24 or if marked with *, ref 58.

TABLE 2: Raman Activities (Left Columns, Å/amu) and Depolarization Ratios (Right Columns) Calculated for Watera

Exp.b CCSD d-aug-cc-pVTZ

Å4/amu HO VSCF VCI[3]

CCSD/CCSD (T)
d-aug-cc-pVTZ

VCI[3]

B3LYP
aug-cc-pVTZ

VCI[3]

CAM-B3LYP
aug-cc-pVTZ

VCI[3]

CCSD (static)
d-aug-cc-pVTZ

VCI[3]

ν2 0.9( 0.2 0.726 0.792 0.696 0.995 0.715 0.973 0.713 0.977 0.715 1.26 0.748 1.13 0.749 1.03 0.732
2ν2 0.0737 0.600 0.0813 0.640 0.0739 0.696 0.0740 0.460 0.0701 0.507 0.0789 0.629
ν1 111( 12 0.0342 119 0.041 129 0.044 129 0.044 129 0.044 109 0.061 117 0.057 115 0.048
ν3 19 ( 2 27.7 0.750 29.7 0.750 30.5 0.750 30.6 0.750 28.8 0.750 31.0 0.750 27.1 0.750
3ν2 0.00620 0.308 0.00381 0.667 0.00381 0.592 0.00202 0.747 0.00188 0.750 0.00362 0.635
ν1 + ν2 0.404 0.608 0.415 0.597 0.383 0.651 0.372 0.675 0.383 0.629
ν2 + ν3 0.00001 0.595 0.00011 0.690 0.00009 0.750 0.00052 0.750 0.00030 0.747
4ν2 0.00017 0.056 0.00053 0.396 0.00053 0.425 0.00022 0.647 0.00013 0.585 0.00047 0.400
2ν1 0.0910 0.646 0.159 0.278 0.162 0.276 0.118 0.403 0.120 0.421 0.169 0.186
ν1 + ν3 0.00398 0.750 0.00385 0.750 0.00685 0.750 0.00492 0.750 0.00008 0.750
2ν3 0.268 0.009 0.223 0.011 0.226 0.010 0.121 0.023 0.15 0.015 0.228 0.012

a The CCSD/CCSD(T) column is calculated using the CCSD(T) potential but only the CCSD polarizabilities. The excitation wavelength used is
514.5 nm except in the rightmost column where the static polarizabilities from a CCSD/d-aug-cc-pVTZ calculation have been used.b From refs 59
and 60.

H ) ∑
t)1

Nt

ct ∏
m)1

M

hm,t (16)
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As an example, the 4M4T potential for formaldehyde requires
605 separate electronic energy calculations when no symmetry
is used. A somewhat larger molecule with 24 modes requires
3409 calculations for a 2M4T surface, 19 601 for a 3M4T
surface, and 189 617 for a full 4M4T surface. Thus, the
generation of potential and property surfaces is clearly a very
time-consuming part of carrying out explicit anharmonic
calculations, especially when high accuracy methods such as
CCSD(T) are used. Also, the cost compared to using the double
harmonic approximation where only harmonic force constants
and gradients of the property surfaces are needed is obviously
very large.

Carrying out the actual VCI calculations is a matter of
diagonalizing matrices. One problem in this context is the large
number of states encountered at high energies. For the water
and formaldehyde molecules discussed in this work, however,
the VCI solution of relatively low lying states does not pose a
problem and is relatively inexpensive.

III. Computational Details

The vibrational calculations have all been carried out using
the MidasCpp program.52 The one-mode basis sets in the VSCF
calculations are the harmonic oscillator functions with frequen-
cies corresponding to the normal frequencies of the individual
modes. For both water and formaldehyde, functions with
quantum numbers up to and including 20 have been used. It
has been checked that increasing the number of levels leaves
the VSCF energies virtually unchanged. In the VCI calculations
it was decided to use the 10 lowest VSCF modals for water
and the 8 lowest modals for formaldehyde based on the
convergence of calculations with different numbers of modals.
The maximum excitation level used for water is 3, corresponding
to full VCI. For formaldehyde we decided upon the excitation
level 4 as a good compromise between accuracy and the size
of the excitation space; see the discussion in section IV B.

The generation of potentials and property surfaces has also
been implemented in MidasCpp52 using DALTON53 with the
DFT54 and CC55 electronic response theory implementations for
the calculation of the electronic dynamical dipole polarizabilities.
In section IV we present results obtained using different
electronic structure methods for the generation of these surfaces.
Specifically, we have used CCSD(T), CCSD, DFT/B3LYP, and
DFT/CAM-B3LYP. For the coupled cluster calculations on
water, the d-aug-cc-pVTZ1,56 basis set has been used. For all
other calculations on water and formaldehyde the smaller aug-
cc-pVTZ1,56 basis has been used. Unless otherwise stated, full
quartic (4M4T) expansions for energies and properties have been
used.

IV. Results

In the following, two different issues are addressed. First,
the accuracies of VCI and VSCF are compared to each other
as well as to the double harmonic approximation. In addition,
the convergence properties with respect to excitation level in
VCI are studied. Second, the performance of the DFT func-
tionals B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP in the electronic structure part
of the calculations has been studied by comparison with results
obtained using CCSD(T) calculations. The molecules studied
are water and formaldehyde.

A note should be added about the specification of vibrational
states. VCI states are in principle linear combinations of Hartree
products of one-mode functions for all levels for all modes. In
this paper the convention is to label the states according to the
Hartree product with the largest contribution. Thus, the number-

ing is relative to the VSCF ground state modals, which are
anharmonic one-mode levels but, to a certain extent, can be
assumed to be in one-to-one correspondence with the harmonic
oscillator levels. This is sensible as most of the states, with
important exceptions discussed later, only have minor contribu-
tions in addition to a dominating Hartree product with weight
larger than 90%.

A. Water. Table 1 shows a selection of the calculated
energies and IR intensities. Focusing first on the energies from
the CCSD(T) calculations, a significant improvement is observed
going from the simple harmonic approximation to the VSCF
method. Note that the VSCF response theory does not allow
calculation of combination bands relative to the reference state.
Moving on to the VCI calculation, the magnitude of the errors
decreases further. In addition, intensities for all transitions, i.e.,
overtones and combination bands, are now obtained. The gain
obtained using VCI is also very apparent in Figure 1, which
shows stick diagrams comparing the experimental line positions
and IR intensities to those calculated using CCSD(T) in
combination with the double harmonic approximation and VCI-
[4], respectively. It should be noted, however, that the figure
corresponds to zero temperature. Because the intensities of some
overtones and combination bands are very small, the hot bands

Figure 1. Comparison of experimental, VCI and double harmonic
approximation (DHA) line positions and IR intensities for water. The
labeling of transitions are (Vν1Vν2Vν3). Except for the fourth overtone,
5ν5, with an experimental position of 7552 cm-1 and a VCI[3] position
of 7265 cm-1 all states from 0 to 8000 cm-1 are included. Experimental
values not included in Table 1 are from ref 58. For transitions with a
range of experimental intensities, the average is used in the figure.

Figure 2. Comparison of experimental, VCI, and double harmonic
approximation (DHA) line positions and IR intensities for formaldehyde.
All states from 0 to 3500 cm-1 are included. For transitions with a
range of experimental intensities, the average is used in the figure.
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appearing at higher temperatures can be expected to alter the
appearance of the spectrum significantly.

The experimental IR intensities are not as accurately deter-
mined as the energies, thus complicating the comparison with
calculated values. However, looking at Figure 1, the CCSD(T)
method reproduces the structure of the experimental spectrum
very well. Also, from Table 1, satisfactory agreement is
observed, although some variations are seen. In particular, for
theν1 IR intensity both VSCF and VCI[3] are on the low side
of experiment whereas the double harmonic approximation is
on the high side.

Observing the CCSD results, some transition energies are
closer to experiment than the CCSD(T) ones. However, this
must be attributed to cancellation of errors. It is noteworthy
that theν1 intensity is also very sensitive toward this variation
in the calculation.

Finally, the DFT calculations are not too far from the CCSD-
(T) results for the energies of the fundamental vibrations but
become progressively worse for the higher excited levels. This
may indicate that the range over which the potential can be

accurately calculated is not as large as in the CC methods. The
intensities are quite far from the CCSD(T) results.

Results from a previous study by Burcl et al.24 are included
in the rightmost column. In that study a quartic potential energy
surface and cubic dipole moment surfaces were generated using
the B97-1 exchange-correlation functional and the TZ2P basis
set. Using the MULTIMODE code,16 VCI[3] was carried out
using a basis with 7 modals per mode. In addition, the sum of
all vibrational quantum numbers were restricted to 6. Generally,
their B97-1 energies are closer to the experimental ones than
our B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP results. Concerning the IR
intensities, however, we are on par with their results.

Table 2 contains the calculated Raman activities and
depolarization ratios. The excitation wavelength used is
514.5 nm. The dynamic polarizabilities cannot be cal-
culated using the CCSD(T) method. For this reason CCSD is
used as the primary method. A calculation using the
CCSD(T) potential combined with CCSD properties has,
however, been included. For the fundamental transitions,
there are only small changes between the VSCF and VCI
calculations whereas the double harmonic approximation
differs by 5-20% from these (all using the CCSD method).
For the weak combination bands and overtones, quite
large differences are seen in going from VSCF to VCI.
The DFT calculations show the same trend as for the IR
calculations, i.e., quite large discrepancies between DFT and
CC methods. The rightmost column of Table 2 shows the Raman
activities obtained using the, in terms of CPU time, slightly less
expensive static polarizabilities of a CCSD calculation. Except
for the very weakν2 + ν3 andν1 + ν3 bands good agreement
is observed with the results obtained from the dynamic
polarizabilities.

There is a lack of experimental Raman data for water in the
gas phase, and only the activities for the three fundamentals
are available for comparison. However, our results show good
agreement with these, especially considering that the experi-
mental data are obtained primarily by using the ratios of the
activities. Observing the relative activities we obtain

For the CCSD/VCI[3] result we obtain

TABLE 3: Convergence of VCI in Formaldehyde
Calculationsa

VCI[2] VCI[3] VCI[4] VCI[5] VCI[6] exp b

ν4 15.940 1.244 0.383 0.002 1176.960 1167
ν6 18.109 0.659 0.010 0.000 1251.202 1249
ν3 17.558 0.846 0.085 0.001 1514.859 1500
ν2 16.404 0.802 0.275 0.001 1801.437 1746
2ν4 16.976 1.511 0.476 0.004 2347.163 2327
ν4 + ν6 41.716 19.139 1.120 0.009 2435.540
2ν6 25.985 2.600 0.037 0.000 2497.743 2493*
ν3 + ν4 36.086 18.868 1.305 0.109 2690.446 2656
ν3 + ν6 29.052 12.665 0.292 0.002 2738.687 2719
ν1 3.101 0.800 0.018 0.000 2841.802 2782
ν5 10.280 5.895 0.019 0.000 2871.441 2843
ν2 + ν4 30.933 17.543 1.246 0.332 2970.080 2905
2ν3 23.957 2.336 0.144 0.002 3026.402 3000
ν2 + ν6 31.789 18.039 0.757 0.004 3054.148 3000
ν2 + ν3 24.152 19.259 0.838 0.007 3308.708 3238
3ν4 20.082 2.165 0.779 0.011 3502.102
2ν2 19.847 1.198 0.312 0.003 3586.638 3472

a The VCI[2] - VCI[5] energies are relative to the VCI[6] energies.
Eight VSCF modals have been used for each mode. The potential used
is 4M4T generated using CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ. All energies are in cm-1.
b Experimental values from ref 61 or if marked with *, ref 62.

TABLE 4: Convergence of VCI Energies with Respect to
Mode Coupling in the Potential Surfacea

pot. 1M4T
25 points

2M4T
205 points

3M4T
365 points

4M4T
605 points

ν4 52.7 0.3 0.1 1177.0
ν6 40.8 3.4 -0.4 1251.2
ν3 42.6 2.8 -0.4 1514.9
ν2 14.5 1.1 -0.3 1801.4
2ν4 128.1 1.2 0.3 2347.2
ν4 + ν6 86.2 4.2 0.0 2435.5
2ν6 97.6 8.9 0.5 2497.7
ν3 + ν4 96.7 3.6 -0.1 2690.4
ν3 + ν6 110.8 39.6 -18.6 2738.7
ν1 88.5 0.3 -0.4 2841.8
ν5 226.8 -17.8 12.5 2871.4
ν2 + ν4 75.5 2.1 -0.0 2970.1
2ν3 88.1 5.7 -1.1 3026.4
ν2 + ν6 53.8 -1.5 5.3 3054.1
ν2 + ν3 64.7 3.9 -0.7 3308.7
3ν4 234.2 3.0 0.6 3502.1
2ν2 31.9 3.0 -0.6 3586.6

a The 1M4T, 2M4T, and 3M4T columns are energies (cm-1) relative
to the 4M4T energy. “Points” is the number of electronic calculations
needed to create the surface not taking into account symmetry. All
electronic calculations are CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ and the vibrational are
VCI[6].

TABLE 5: Convergence of IR Intensities with Respect to
Mode Coupling in the Potential and Dipole Surfacesa

pot. 1M4T
25 points

2M4T
205 points

3M4T
365 points

4M4T
605 points

ν4 7.18451 7.19038 7.18652 7.18758
ν6 10.80461 11.15273 11.48591 11.35579
ν3 11.21075 12.33833 9.25271 9.36337
ν2 77.98154 81.62009 85.25562 85.10165
2ν4 2.64920 0.44865 0.44050 0.43801
ν4 + ν6 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
2ν6 0.20306 0.25310 0.21177 0.28389
ν3 + ν4 0.00000 0.00414 0.00934 0.00886
ν3 + ν6 0.00000 0.90822 18.36495 12.13911
ν1 62.73709 63.94433 63.49304 63.00267
ν5 84.69957 100.21262 75.04414 84.07637
ν2 + ν4 0.00000 0.45681 0.46477 0.46445
2ν3 0.56281 1.70721 1.79480 2.14219
ν2 + ν6 0.00000 0.00004 7.37503 4.5421
ν2 + ν3 0.00000 0.00053 0.09302 0.12141
3ν4 0.00005 0.00013 0.00018 0.00018
2ν2 3.31524 4.29536 4.24203 4.29189

a All electronic calculations are CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ and the vibra-
tional are VCI[6]. Intensities are in km/mol.

ν2
exp/ν1

exp ) 0.0080 ν3
exp/ν1

exp ) 0.17 (17)

ν2/ν1 ) 0.0076 ν3/ν1 ) 0.24 (18)
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Thus, theν2/ν1 ratio is in very good agreement with experiment
whereas theν3/ν1 value is larger than the experimental value.
The same trend was observed in works using the double
harmonic approximation by Vidal et al.27 and Neugebauer et
al.26 In addition to the errors in the electronic and vibrational
calculations affecting both the IR and Raman results, it should
be noted that the Placzek approximation might also affect the
accuracy of the Raman results.

B. Formaldehyde.Formaldehyde has six vibrational degrees
of freedom compared to only three for water. For molecules of
this size, full VCI is possible in a modest sized modal basis but
begins to be impractical because of the heavy scaling with
respect to the maximum number of simultaneously excited
modes. This problem becomes more pronounced as one proceeds
to even larger molecules. For this reason it is interesting to study
the convergence properties with respect to excitation level.

Table 3 shows the convergence of the energy with respect to
the VCI levels using a 4M4T potential. A significant difference
between VCI[2] and VCI[3] is observed. Going from VCI[3]
to VCI[4], 7 of the 17 considered states show a change in energy
in the interval 5-20 cm-1, indicating that quadruply excited

states have a significant weight for these states. The change in
going to VCI[5] and VCI[6] is minor, i.e., less than 1.2 cm-1.
The same pattern is seen for IR intensities and Raman activi-
ties.

The degree of mode coupling in the expansion of the potential
has a significant impact on the number of required electronic
structure calculations. Table 4 shows the convergence of the
energy for different mode couplings along with the required
number of electronic structure calculations. Table 5 contains
the corresponding IR intensities. Not surprisingly, a large
difference is observed in going from 1M4T to 2M4T. Going
from 2M4T to 3M4T and 4M4T, most of the energies are
relatively stable. In the light of Table 5, the most interesting
exceptions to this are the three statesν3 + ν6, ν5 andν2 + ν6,
because the IR intensities of these show significant changes.
Looking at the VCI results in detail explains this. For the 2M4T
case, the actual states are described almost solely (coefficients
0.99, 0.98, and 0.99) by the VSCF reference states. Going to
3M4T, mixing of the states is introduced, the four most
important contributions to each state being

TABLE 6: Comparison with Experimental IR Line Positions and Intensities for Formaldehydea

Expb CCSD(T)

cm-1 km/mol HO VCSF VCI[4]
CCSD
VCI[4]

B3LYP
VCI[4]

CAM-B3LYP
VCI[4]

Burckl et al.24

B97-1/VCI[4]

ν4 1167 5.2-6.5 21 6.58 1 6.36 -9 6.43 10 7.19 -5 5.55 10 6.13 11 4.79
ν6 1249 9.4-9.9 15 11.1 -4 11.5 -14 11.7 2 11.4 -15 12.4 -3 13.3 -6 9.66
ν3 1500 11.2 39 11.4 1 10.1 -5 9.81 15 9.39 -9 10.4 -0 1.1 -1 8.60
ν2 1746 74 34 74.6 6 77.7 2 77.9 56 85.1 40 120 76 124 51 107.2
2ν4 2327 0.14 50 17 0.471 -16 0.538 21 0.437 -7 0.184 23 0.179 15 0.0238
ν4 + ν6 dip. forb. (2452) (2404) (2437) (2398) (2425)
2ν6 2493c 0.27 34 3 0.268 -27 0.260 5 0.284 -29 0.583 -6 0.479 -13 0.832
ν3 + ν4 2656 0.036 72 -3 0.0054 36 0.0086 -4 0.0205 20 0.0265 20 0.0359
ν3 + ν6 2719 8-14 84 -14 11.0 20 12.2 -33 36.4 -6 19.5 -38 62.8
ν1 2782 48-75.5 176 59.7 30 62.7 30 62.5 60 63.0 -39 75.6 7 66.9 -48 61.7
ν5 2843 59-88 148 91.9 86 101 -6 89.0 28 84.1 -48 97.0 -2 91.2 -14 59.2
ν2 + ν4 2905 2.3 63 -7 0.439 66 0.465 36 0.482 88 0.451 65 0.505
2ν3 3000 2.2-2.5 78 8 1.62 -14 2.07 27 2.14 20 2.05 -1 2.38 2 1.33
ν2 + ν6 3000 0.5-10 43 -12 8.49 55 4.52 19 3.48 67 2.84 42 4.97
ν2 + ν3 3238 81 -3 0.0795 72 0.121 32 0.173 78 0.206 59 0.0861
3ν4 (3565) (3561) 0.0003 (3451) 0.0002 (3503) 0.0002 (3467) 0.0001 (3512) 0.0001
2ν2 3472 3.8 87 21 4.46 6 4.57 115 4.29 83 4.31 156 4.15 104 3.87

a For each calculation, the first column shows the difference between the calculated and experimental energies when experimental energies are
available (cm-1). The second column is the calculated IR Intensities (km/mol). All electronic calculations were done using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis.
Fundamental modes:ν1 (A1), CH symmetric stretch;ν2 (A1), CO stretch;ν3 (A1), HCH bend;ν4 (B1), out-of-plane bend;ν5 (B2), CH antisymmetric
stretch andν6 (B2), CH2 rock. b Energies from ref 61. Intensities as compiled in ref 24.c Reference 62.

TABLE 7: Raman Activities (Å 4/amu, Left Columns) and Depolarization Ratios (Right Columns) Calculated for Formaldehydea

CCSD

HO VSCF VCI[4]
CCSD/CCSD(T)

VCI[4]
B3LYP
VCI[4]

CAM-B3LYP
VCI[4]

CCSD
static

ν4 0.113 0.750 0.291 0.750 0.266 0.750 0.269 0.750 0.492 0.750 0.340 0.750 0.239 0.750
ν6 1.06 0.750 1.49 0.750 1.37 0.750 1.41 0.750 1.54 0.750 1.19 0.750 1.28 0.750
ν3 11.2 0.361 12.1 0.404 11.8 0.402 11.7 0.403 10.9 0.439 10.2 0.427 10.6 0.406
ν2 11.7 0.213 11.4 0.261 11.6 0.266 11.7 0.269 11.0 0.457 11.3 0.394 9.6 0.225
2ν4 0.558 0.393 0.573 0.387 0.564 0.381 0.885 0.380 0.830 0.393 0.648 0.361
ν4 + ν6 0.0377 0.750 0.0378 0.750 0.0409 0.750 0.0419 0.750 0.0278 0.750
2ν6 0.726 0.178 0.706 0.166 0.680 0.171 1.31 0.178 1.14 0.166 0.619 0.150
ν3 + ν4 0.0309 0.748 0.0323 0.744 0.0367 0.750 0.0387 0.750 0.0297 0.749
ν3 + ν6 18.7 0.750 16.2 0.750 46.5 0.750 27.6 0.750 15.2 0.750
ν1 192 0.099 222 0.101 221 0.101 221 0.101 263 0.114 241 0.110 182 0.094
ν5 106 0.750 115 0.750 93.3 0.750 92.3 0.749 101 0.750 99.4 0.750 74.1 0.750
ν2 + ν4 0.114 0.750 0.116 0.749 0.149 0.750 0.141 0.750 0.0900 0.750
2ν3 3.58 0.083 4.65 0.085 4.43 0.085 4.61 0.095 5.62 0.092 3.70 0.078
ν2 + ν6 6.73 0.750 10.6 0.750 5.41 0.750 4.64 0.750 5.25 0.750
ν2 + ν3 1.17 0.054 1.29 0.053 1.23 0.055 1.17 0.055 0.985 0.049
3ν4 0.0105 0.750 0.00480 0.750 0.00446 0.750 0.0115 0.750 0.0111 0.750 0.00373 0.750
2ν2 0.704 0.161 0.680 0.166 0.750 0.167 0.971 0.162 0.854 0.151 0.467 0.178

a All electronic calculations are done using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. The CCSD/CCSD(T) column is calculated using the CCSD(T) potential but
only the CCSD polarizabilities. The excitation wavelength used is 488 nm except in the last column where static polarizabilities are used.
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Thus theν5 state, which has a strong IR transition strength,
also contributes to theν3 + ν6 andν2 + ν6 states as a result of
a coupling introduced by the more accurate 3M4T potential.
For example,ν2 + ν6 goes from a value of 4× 10-5 km/mol
for 2M4T to a value of 7.78 km/mol for 3M4T in reasonable
agreement with experiment; see Table 6. During the final step
to 4M4T, further changes are observed. The Raman activities
show a similar behavior.

From the studies of convergence, it was decided to do all
vibrational calculations on formaldehyde using VCI[4] with a
4M4T potential.

Table 6 contains the calculated energies and IR intensities
obtained using different electronic and vibrational structure
methods along with experimental data. Burcl et al.24 have
performed similar studies, i.e., VCI[4] using a fourth-order
Taylor expansion of the potential but a third-order expansion
of the dipole moment. The electronic structure method was DFT/
B97-1 with the TZ2P basis set. These results are also included
for comparison.

The CCSD(T)/VCI[4] calculation shows quite good agree-
ment with experiment. This is also evident from Figure 2, which
compares the experimental line positions and intensities with
the ones calculated using the double harmonic approximation
and VCI[4] both with CCSD(T) as the electronic method. As
for water, the energies for the fundamentals are significantly
improved by VCI and VSCF compared to the double harmonic
approximation whereas the IR intensities are quite stable. The
structure of the experimental spectrum in Figure 2, including
overtone and combination bands, is thus reproduced very well
by VCI and in fact better than for water.

CCSD, B3LYP, and CAM-B3LYP also perform well. Com-
paring with the B97-1 results of Burcl et al., reasonable
agreement is also observed. One thing to notice, however, is
the intensities of the mixed pairν3 + ν6 and ν5. The
experimental intensity is about 6 times higher forν5 than forν3

+ ν6, which is reproduced by us but not by Burcl et al.24

A set of calculations of Raman activities has been performed
as well. The results for an excitation wavelength of 488 nm are
displayed in Table 7. As previously observed, relatively large
changes are seen between the conventional double harmonic
approximation and the VSCF method. The most notable
difference obtained by using VCI compared to VSCF is the
change in theν5 activity. This is related to the mixing of states
discussed above, eq 20. If one uses the CCSD(T) potential
energy surface instead of the CCSD surface in combination with
the CCSD polarizabilities, only small changes are observed for
all but theν2 + ν6 andν3 + ν6 states. Again, this is an indication
that subtle changes in the potential can significantly affect the
mixing of the components making up the eigenstates.

Concerning the DFT result we find that they agree fairly well
among each other and compares much better to the CC results
than was the case in the water calculations. A conspicuous
feature is that the stateν3 + ν6 seems to be described better by
CAM-B3LYP than by B3LYP.

As in the case of water, a CCSD calculation has been carried
out using the static polarizabilities. There is a qualitatively good
agreement with the dynamical results and, as expected, a trend
for the static activities to be somewhat smaller in magnitude.

We have only been able to find relative experimental activities
for the formaldehyde fundamentals.57 The measuredν1 activity
is by far the strongest followed byν2 andν3 at about one-tenth
of this value. Theν4, ν5, andν6 activities are vanishing. The
same trend is observed in our calculations except for theν5

mode, which is calculated to be quite strong. This is, however,
in good agreement with both the calculated activities ac-
companying the aforementioned experimental results57 and also
with double harmonic calculations by Neugebauer et al.26

V. Summary

We have described how the VSCF and VCI vibrational wave
function methods in combination with vibrational response
theory can be used for the calculation of the transition matrix
elements necessary for describing vibrational IR and Raman
spectroscopy.

For the energy and IR intensity calculations reasonable
agreement with experiment is observed for the coupled cluster
methods. Generally, the results obtained for formaldehyde are
better than those for water. This indicates that the potential of
the water molecule is more difficult to express using a simple
Taylor expansion, this being one of the most significant
shortcomings of the present method. In all cases, however, a
significant improvement over the standard double harmonic
approximation is observed. It is difficult to discuss the quality
of the calculated Raman activities due to lack of experimental
data.

The vibrational correlation convergence studies on formal-
dehyde shows that for a molecule of this size, VCI[4] provides
sufficient accuracy. Concerning the expansion of the potential,
the exclusion of couplings between more than two modes can
be a serious problem because quite strong intensities are missed.
However, from a practical point of view, it might be necessary
to make this sacrifice for large molecules to reduce the number
of electronic structure calculations needed.

We have tested the standard B3LYP method and the more
recent CAM-B3LYP method for prediction of IR and Raman
spectra. Though the methods sometimes give quite different
results, there is no clear picture of which is preferable in this
context. For water the B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP results were
inferior to previous B97-1 results, though better results were
obtained for formaldehyde.

The method presented here is limited in scope by the use of
Taylor expanded force fields. Grid methods and the inclusion
of the full Watson kinetic energy operator are under develop-
ment, allowing more accurate vibrational response calculations.
Furthermore, the use of vibrational response theory in conjunc-
tion with vibrational coupled cluster theory is believed to be
an alternative, cost-efficient procedure and is presently consid-
ered.30
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